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i read this book because i was looking for the chance to catch up with the characters that i had come
to know over the first half of the book. although the characters are still engaging, this is because of
the friendships and romantic relationships that tru has established. neri spends more time focusing
on tru's relationships than on tru himself, and while it is great to see the characters together, the
novel feels disjointed and incoherent. the story of tru's affair with gail is the best of the book, and
neri successfully focuses on the romantic and sexual aspects of it, and to a lesser extent, on the
emotional repercussions of the affair. i would have liked to have seen a more in-depth look at the

emotions felt by both nelle and tru, and more exploration of the psychological effects of their affair.
instead, neri has only a few brief discussions about the affair with gail and its emotional

repercussions. however, this doesn't matter as much as the fact that neri didn't make this part of the
story clear enough for me to understand. if this was the main focus of the book, i would have found it
to be a much better novel. it is interesting to see neri trying out a different perspective, but i have no

idea what she was trying to accomplish. i was excited about this book, but i cannot recommend it.
neris characterization is disjointed and lifeless. the overall story lacks a focused conflict and isnt

successful as a series of mini-conflicts, either. as this book is aimed at middle-grade readers and is
more than 300 pages, it would have benefited from a focused editing.
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the characters in this book are well defined. the story is set in a time when few people thought as
deeply as they do now. the setting is well done. the plot is good, and neri uses black humor to make
the story humorous. this is a great book for a summer vacation. the characters are well defined, and
the story is set in a time when few people thought as deeply as they do now. neris descriptions are
realistic and at times funny. the locales of monroeville are well described, as is the death of tru's

mother. the characters are all well defined, and the dialogue is realistic and vivid. the author writes
good adventure stories with the ease of a seasoned writer. since her debut novel, the bride of the

ninth century, neri has become a popular and prolific historical and romance writer. the time travel
romance novel the maker of myths introduces the reader to an alternate version of the history of

north america. it’s a novel about a woman’s search to find her family. neri writes young adult stories
as well. her the lord of the isles is a historical fiction novel about a young man who joins the knights

templar to fight against the germans in world war ii. the title story of the author’s young adult
anthology, a spot of tea, is a historical romance set in indiana during the civil war. the main

character, tru, is a slave who learns to read, while also romancing a woman who works for the union
army. the novel is aimed at a middle-grade reader. many of the problems of the book stem from it
being written for young readers. neri writes with a colloquial style, and the book may be difficult to

read for children, because of its slang, texting, and lack of punctuation. the book is written to appeal
to a middle-grade audience, and as such, it is inferior to the work of the penelope neri sea jewel. if

you like the style of writing, you may enjoy this book, but it is better written than most of the novels
by the author. 5ec8ef588b
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